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Students face several difficulties in introductory programming courses (CS1), often leading to high dropout rates,
student demotivation, and lack of interest. The literature has indicated that the adequate use of gamification
might improve learning in several domains, including CS1. However, the understanding of which (and
how) factors influence gamification’s success, especially for CS1 education, is lacking. Thus, there is a clear
need to shed light on pre-determinants of gamification’s impact. To tackle this gap, we investigate how
user and contextual factors influence gamification’s effect on CS1 students through a quasi-experimental
retrospective study (𝑁 = 399), based on a between-subject design (conditions: gamified or non-gamified) in
terms of final grade (academic achievement) and the number of programming assignments completed in an
educational system (i.e., how much they practised). Then, we evaluate whether and how user and contextual
characteristics (such as age, gender, major, programming experience, working situation, internet access, and
computer access/sharing) moderate that effect. Our findings indicate that gamification amplified to some
extent the impact of practising. Overall, students practising in the gamified version presented higher academic
achievement than those practising the same amount in the non-gamified version. Intriguingly, those in the
gamified version that practised much more extensively than the average showed lower academic achievements
than those who practised comparable amounts in the non-gamified version. Furthermore, our results reveal
gender as the only statistically significant moderator of gamification’s effect: in our data, it was positive for
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females, but nonsignificant for males. These findings suggest which (and how) personal and contextual factors
moderate gamification’s effects, indicate the need to further understand and examine context’s role, and show
gamification must be cautiously designed to prevent students from playing instead of learning.

CCS Concepts: • General and reference → Empirical studies; • Social and professional topics →
Computing education.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Learning to code is challenging and demands significant effort from the learners [75]. Research
on introductory programming (i.e., CS1 [33]) has been conducted for several decades and, up
to date, findings report high failure and dropout rates in these courses [8–10, 45]. Furthermore,
CS1 is compulsory not only for computing-related majors but for STEM1 courses as well [22, 69].
For students of the latter majors, the problem is enhanced, as students often lack affinity with
programming and even fail to see its value for their professional lives [21, 87]. As such, students’
lack of interest and effort negatively contribute to their achievement, given that learning to code
requires significant amounts of practice [38, 75, 103].

Recently, there is increasing evidence that the need for motivating students to practice program-
ming might be addressed with gamification: adding game elements into non-gaming contexts [17].
It has been widely used in the educational domain [52], with empirical results reporting overall
positive outcomes in, for instance, academic performance [101]. Reasons for such positive effects
include allowing goal-setting, providing performance feedback and recognition, and fostering
enthusiasm [4]. To that end, it is important to design gamification to drive the expected motiva-
tional and behavioural outcomes [96], as well as enhance learning in the educational context [46].
Otherwise, the game elements might jeopardise students’ learning, such as in cases when too much
engagement with the system leads to behaviours such as gaming the system, distraction, or lack of
utility [5, 86, 94].

1.1 Problem
Gamification’s success is assumed to depend on multiple factors, such as who will interact with it
(i.e., its users) and the context2 in which it will be used [32, 50, 90]. Advancing the understanding
regarding such moderators is important, to shed light on which aspects predetermine gamification’s
success, as well as how each one acts (i.e., maximising or minimising it) [43]. However, the precise
factors that moderate gamification’s effectiveness are not well known [85], especially in the context
of CS1, where empirical studies assessing gamification’s impact often lack moderator analyses
[24, 53, 58]. Therefore, despite some of the existing literature arguing that gamification depends on
factors related to the user (e.g., gender and age) and context (e.g., the environment or circumstance)
[4, 31, 77], there is a gap in the understanding of which factors moderate gamification’s success
1Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
2Resources, methods, people’s mental representations, environment, and circumstance involved in an activity (see Section
1.3.3).
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when applied to CS1 learning contexts. Thus, we tackle this gap by answering the following research
question:

• RQ: How do user and contextual factors influence the effect of gamification on the academic
achievement of CS1 students?

Given the current literature on gamification applied to CS1 education, we expand it, by eval-
uating how gamification improves CS1 students’ academic achievement, assuming this happens
by influencing their behaviours, along with an analysis of which contextual and demographic
factors moderate that effect. Additionally, for the gamification design, we used fictional, social, and
challenge-based game elements [93], whereas previous similar studies only focused on the last two
kinds (e.g., [19, 44, 53]). Featuring fictional game elements is valuable, as a recent meta-analysis
found those to maximise gamification’s impact on learning outcomes [85]. Thus, the overall contri-
bution of this study is to offer empirical evidence revealing which user and contextual characteristics
moderate the impact of a gamification design featuring fictional game elements on CS1 students’
academic achievement, as well as how those moderators act, that is, maximising or minimising that
impact.

1.2 Literature Review
Most empirical research applying gamification to programming learning focuses on whether gam-
ification had a positive effect on learning or not, compared to no gamification. In that context,
[30] added badges to an eight-week-long Data Structures and Algorithms course, which resulted
in a positive effect on students’ time-on-system, but not on the number of completed exercises,
when compared to the condition with no badges. Similarly, [23] used Kahoot! and Codeacademy to
gamify a 12-week-long programming course. Based on descriptive analyses, they found positive
results, compared to the course’s previous run that was not gamified, mainly in terms of final
grades and attendance. [53] used the UDPiler to gamify a four-week-long C programming course.
By analysing data collected for two semesters, they found positive results on learning performance
from gamification usage. [19] used the OneUp platform to gamify a Data Structures (semester-long)
course. Their findings suggested gamification was positive in terms of the number of challenge
attempts and students’ final grades. [57] gamified QueryCompetition by adding points and leader-
boards and compared it to a nongamified version in terms of students’ performance, motivation,
and user experience. Based on a five-week intervention featuring pre- and post-tests, they found
positive results favouring gamification, especially in performance. These studies support the claim
that gamification has the potential to positively influence learner behaviour. However, they do not
contribute to understanding what factors moderate the impact of gamification.

In contrast, few studies analyse moderators of the impact of gamified programming learning. For
instance, [29] analysed the role of two factors: achievement goal orientation and motivation towards
badges. They found a relationship among those factors, indicating that students with different
goal orientations have distinct motivations towards badges. However, their findings suggested
that those factors did not moderate students’ behaviour in the gamified system. Two points of this
study that must be noted are the intervention duration (half-semester) and the use of a single game
element (badges). In another research, [44] evaluated whether learners’ gender (male or female)
and major (computer science or psychology) moderated gamification’s impact on student retention,
quiz accuracy, and test performance. They found no significant interactions between conditions
(e.g., gamified and non-gamified) and moderators, suggesting neither gender nor major moderated
gamification’s effect.

Similarly, [64] assessed the role of three possible moderators: gender, major, and gaming experi-
ence. Again, their empirical findings suggested that the gamification’s impact was not moderated
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by any of the three factors analysed. [2] studied the role of two moderators - group size and time
- on students’ performance and satisfaction. Based on a 16-week data collection involving 229
participants, they found both factors moderating the gamification’s effect, alone and together, on
both outcomes. [79] also evaluated the influence of two moderators on gamification’s effect on
intrinsic motivation: usage time and previous affinity to the content to be learned. They found that
both moderators affected the gamification’s impact only when considered together. Two limitations
of [44], [64], and [79] must be acknowledged, though: the limited sample sizes - 71, 102, and 19,
respectively - and intervention duration - four, four, and six weeks, respectively. On the other hand,
[2] contributed to understanding a moderator’s effect, but did not use fictional game elements and
focused on a moderator related to the gamification design. Hence, while it advances the under-
standing of gamification design, it does not provide evidence on how contextual and situational
factors predeterminate the effectiveness of gamification.

We showed thus that most previous studies failed to analyse moderators of gamification’s success
and that, those that did, are limited in terms of sample size, intervention duration, moderator’s
nature (i.e., user or context-related), and/or gamification design. In this study, we tackle these
limitations, by presenting a 15-week empirical study analysing moderators of gamification’s success,
based on a wide sample of 399 learners and a well-planned gamification design. Furthermore, all of
the reviewed studies explored social (e.g., collaboration) and challenge-based (e.g., challenges and
rewards) gamification. Besides game elements similar to those, the gamification design employed
in this study also features fictional elements [93]. Meta-analytic evidence indicates that this kind of
game element is likely to improve gamification’s effectiveness [85]. Hence, we expand the literature,
by evaluating moderators of gamification’s effectiveness based on a different design.
Lastly, studies performing moderator analysis [2, 44, 64] indicate gamification’s impact does

not depend on user characteristics (e.g., gender and goal orientation) and contextual factors (e.g.,
student major). These results contradict empirical findings from non-programming contexts. For
instance, [67] found that gamification only worked for boys; that is, a moderator effect of gender. In
contrast, [72] found that gamification influences women and older people more. Similarly, results
from [47] suggest gamification only works for people with good attitudes towards it. Accordingly,
it has been noted that studies must control contextual characteristics, such as the educational
level of the learners, when analysing the gamification’s effect [43]. Empirical findings suggest
the relevance of other contextual factors, such as the moderator role of the geographic location
[4, 81] and the motivational improvements from considering the learning task when designing
gamification [78]. Some literature reviews also discuss contextual factors in general terms, such as
usage domain (e.g., [31, 32]). However, because of the broadness of those factors, they are likely
products of more specific ones [49]. Then, the contradiction might be attributed, for instance, to not
finding and studying the most relevant moderators. Thus, this demonstrates the need for empirical
studies investigating other moderators, to reveal which factors affect gamification’s success [43, 85].
Table 1 contrasts the present study to those reviewed in this section, summarising the main points
discussed here.

1.3 Hypothesis
As our RQ concerns understanding moderators of gamification’s effect on academic achievement,
we first need to test for such effects. For that, we rely on the Theory of Gamified learning [46],
which is considered a framework suitable to understand how gamification acts according to recent
research [85]. That framework advocates that for gamification to affect outcomes such as academic
achievement, it affects user behaviour. Therefore, to answer our RQ, we first needed to consider the
behavioural source of its effect, which we hypothesise to be practising (H2). Similarly, we need to
ensure that practising is working as expected (H1). Lastly, we needed to test the user and contextual
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Table 1. Summary of related work on gamification applied to computing education.

Study, year Moderator
analysis?

Uses game
fiction?

Intervention
duration

Sample
size

[30], 2015 8 weeks 281
[23], 2016 12 weeks 106
[53], 2018 16 weeks 817
[19], 2019 16 weeks 27
[57], 2020 5 weeks 139
[29], 2014 X 8 weeks 278
[44], 2015 X 8 weeks 71
[64], 2019 X 4 weeks 102
[2], 2020 X 16 weeks 229
[79], 2021 X 6 weeks 19
Our study X X 15 weeks 399

moderators (H3) to answer our RQ. Based on that, we discuss the relevant literature that supports
our research model next.

1.3.1 Testing effect. The claim that learning to code requires practising can be supported by the
theory of the testing effect. Also referred to as test-enhanced learning, it is concerned with the fact
that long-term memory is often improved when learners dedicate some of their studying time to
retrieve the information they expect to be remembered [27]. For instance, that might be achieved by
completing quizzes or, in a more elaborated way, by retrieving programming information presented
in lectures, to elaborate when performing problem-solving activities. Overall results for the testing
effect are positive (e.g., [54, 66]), as the literature shows that learners who study and are tested (like
in a school test) present higher long-term knowledge retention compared to those that studied
but were not tested [83]. Furthermore, in a meta-analysis comparing restudy (i.e., reading again)
to testing, Rowland [84] found the testing effect on recalling tasks (e.g., short answers) is much
larger. Despite the fact that this effect is commonly studied in simple tasks, such as quizzes and
short answers, the literature supports the effectiveness of test-enhanced learning for contents that
are highly related to others (e.g., you need to know conditionals to understand loops) as well [40].

As programming presents learners with difficulties in aspects such as natural language, syntax,
and abstraction [73], the need for practising can be related to improving long-term memory about
these aspects, as well as receiving feedback on their programs, that is, testing themselves concerning
their ability to code. Additionally, it has been claimed that students learn to code by doing (e.g.,
[99]). Accordingly, empirical evidence supports that need. For instance, [79] shows that the more
students engaged with quizzes, the higher were their learning gains. Similarly, [70] demonstrated
that the more students practised, the higher were their performances. Nevertheless, such effects are
less known for complex materials, showing the need for empirical research to further examine it
[74]. Consequently, we might expect that the more students practice, or test themselves, the more
they will be successful in programming. Thus, our first hypothesis H1 is:

H1: Practising positively affects academic achievement in CS1.

1.3.2 Gamified Learning. Gamification has been widely explored within the educational domain,
based on beliefs that it can improve, for instance, learners’ engagement, motivation, and learning
[18, 52, 65]. Consequently, several empirical studies assessing its effectiveness emerged, some of
which have been recently summarised in secondary studies. Sailer and Homner [85] presents a
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meta-analysis of gamification’s impact on three kinds of learning outcomes, in which they found
it has, overall, small positive effects for motivational (e.g., intrinsic motivation), behavioural (e.g.,
performance), and cognitive (e.g., conceptual knowledge) learning outcomes. Results of the meta-
analysis by [35] corroborate those findings, demonstrating a positive impact from gamification on
cognitive learning outcomes. In another recent meta-analysis, Bai et al. [4] focused on gamification’s
effect on academic performance, finding it has a small-to-moderate positive influence.

Additionally, Bai et al. [4] summarised reasons for students enjoying gamification. These include
inciting enthusiasm, providing performance feedback and means to be recognised (e.g., badges),
and goal-setting. While enthusiasm is likely to motivate people to use the gamified system, goal-
setting is valuable to drive performance [97], providing feedback is highly important for learning
programming [68, 75, 103], and recognition is likely to incite feelings of self-efficacy and fulfil
competence needs, aspects that are also positively related to academic achievement and performance
[36, 71, 91, 102]. This demonstrates the importance of defining gamification designs that support
the desired behaviours/outcomes (e.g., enhancing learning by fulfilling competence needs) and
minimises side effects (e.g., gaming the system rather than using it to study). Hence, the overall
literature provides evidence of the potential of well-designed gamification to contribute to learning,
demonstrating it can affect cognition, motivation, and behaviour and indicating reasons for those
effects to incite self-efficacy and fulfil competence needs as well as goal-setting.

Thereby, we might expect using gamification will enhance programming practice, consequently
improving academic achievement, and formulate hypothesis H2 as:

H2: Gamification enhances the testing effect and, consequently, academic achievement.

1.3.3 Moderators of gamification’s success. Although gamification has overall positive impacts
on learning outcomes, there are cases in which results are null or negative [37, 94]. A recurrent
justification for those outcomes is the quality of the gamification design [15, 51]. According to
many discussions, what leads to such low-quality gamification designs is the lack of consideration
of user and contextual characteristics (e.g., [18, 32, 60, 89, 90]). That is, many of such characteristics
moderate whether gamification will be effective for a given user in a given context, hence, when
those are not taken into account, it is likely that effectiveness will not be achieved for some users
[48].

According to those discussions, studies have shown empirical support for the influence of users’
characteristics regarding their experiences, perceptions, and preferences. For instance, research
has demonstrated that people with different gender, age, socio-economic conditions, behavioural
profiles, and personality traits have different preferences, perceptions, and experiences, even when
doing the same task [12, 29, 49, 56, 62, 63, 80, 86, 92, 95]. Moreover, context-related aspects are
acknowledged as relevant moderators of user experience as well [4, 32]. However, studies often
understand context differently and define it in general terms (e.g., based on usage domain/aim
[31, 43]). In contrast, in the scope of this paper, we interpret the context to involve resources (e.g.,
gamified system) and methods involving human activity (e.g., task to be done in a gamified system)
[100]. Further, context might be seen as internal and external: the former relates to users’ mental
representations (e.g., user characteristics that influence the learning experience) while the latter
relates to the environment/circumstance (e.g., where the activity takes place) [88]. Thus, by relying
on context-specific definitions (i.e., from Human-Computer Interaction and Educational Technology
literature), we can study and understand contextual factors in a fine-grained, comprehensive way.

However, empirical analyses of the role of contextual aspects are rare, although recent research
highlights their importance and lack of studies in this regard [31, 41, 43, 50, 77]. For instance,
research has explored major’s moderator effect [44, 64], which fits within the external context,
but found no significant effects. On the other hand, [79] found initial evidence on the moderator
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effect of a factor related to the internal context: one’s previous affinity to the content to be learned,
when considered together with intervention duration. Hence, whereas the literature acknowledges
there are multiple factors likely to moderate gamification’s effectiveness, evidence from related
work is limited and suggests we need to explore new factors that could explain the role of context
on the effects of gamification. Thus, highlighting the need for studies to confirm, discover, and
better understand the role of those factors [36, 85]. Moreover, understanding whether these factors’
moderator effect will be positive or negative, as well as its magnitude, is even more uncertain.
Therefore, in a more exploratory hypothesis, we expect that user and contextual characteristics
will moderate the effects of gamification, as predicted by H3, with no assumption on the direction
(positive or negative) and the magnitude of these moderators:

H3:Gamification’s effects will be moderated by a) user and b) contextual characteristics.
The research model illustrating this study’s hypotheses is shown in Figure 1. It shows the testing

effect prediction (H1), the assumption that gamification will enhance academic achievement by
improving the testing effect (H2), and the expectation that user and contextual characteristics will
moderate the gamification’s impact (H3).

Practicing

Gamification

Academic
achievement

User
characteristics

Contextual
characteristics

H1

H2

H3.a H3.b

Fig. 1. Study research model on Gamification in CS1, hypothesising that i) academic achievement is positively
affected by practice ii) and by gamification, iii) effect that is moderated by user and contextual characteristics.

2 METHOD
This is a retrospective study, as we examine data captured in the past that was made available for
analysis by Federal University of Amazonas (UFAM in Portuguese) from Brazil.

2.1 Inclusion and Exclusion
As this is a retrospective study, we prepared the dataset (N = 1309) in four steps. First, we removed
participants (325) that did not provide consent to participating in the research. Second, we removed
participants (30) that completed the characterisation survey with unrealistic values (e.g., age of
4). Third, we removed participants (198) that dropped out due to two reasons. First, to ensure
analysing data from subjects that participated in the whole semester, which is necessary because
gamification’s effect might decline with time [4, 85]. Therefore, analysing it based on long usage
periods is imperative to achieve reliable findings. Second, our dependent variable (see Section 2.3)
depends on several assignments completed from semester’s week two to week 14. Importantly,
those assignments’ weights increase progressively. Therefore, we had to remove those who dropped
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out because their final grades’ measures would be misleading. Lastly, we removed data from majors
in which the number of subjects in any condition (control or experimental) was five or less (357)3.

2.2 Participant Characteristics
Our analysis concerns data from 399 CS1 students of sevenmajors of the UFAM.Majors areMaterials
Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Statistics, Physics, Mathematics, and
Applied Mathematics. Although different, all majors followed the same methodological plan and
pedagogical materials, and all activities offered for participants to practice were selected from the
same database. The participants are 399 learners (64.2% males, 35.8% females) with an average age of
22.1 years (±3.6) who self-reported whether they had i) previous experience with any programming
language (yes: 37.3%; no: 62.7%), ii) worked/interned before (yes: 20.1%; no: 79.9%), iii) had internet
at home (yes: 82%; no: 18%), iv) a computer at home (yes: 87.7%; no: 12.3%), and whether they shared
their home computer with someone else (yes: 27.3%; no: 72.7%).
Table 2 presents a comparison between control and experimental groups regarding their cate-

gorical demographic characteristics. Two significant differences were found: control group was
more experienced (p-adj < 0.05) and worked/interned before the degree less (Worked; p-adj < 0.01)
than the experimental one. Also, the experimental group (M = 21.84; ± 3.87) was younger than the
control one (M = 22.78; ± 2.80), W = 23073; p < 0.001; CI = 1.000-2.000. While comparing groups with
different characteristics might affect the results, we handled this limitation by inserting all these
variables as covariates during the data analysis process. Then, if some difference was to be found
due to a demographic characteristic (e.g., experience) rather than condition (i.e., gamification), the
analysis would reveal it.

Table 2. Comparison of demographic data from study groups (i.e., control - Ctr, no gamification; experimental
- Exp, gamification). Data represented as percentages; p-values adjusted using the False Discovery Rate
approach [39]; all comparisons’ degree of freedom was one.

Gender Has PC? Shares PC? Int? Exp? Worked?
Mal/Fem. No/Yes No/Yes No/Yes No/Yes No/Yes

Ctr 56/44 12/88 70/30 18/82 47/53 73/23
Exp 58/42 13/87 74/26 18/82 69/31 83/17
𝜒2 0.927 0.000 0.311 0.000 18.439 5.222
P-val 0.336 1.000 0.577 1.000 0.000 0.030
P-adj 0.672 1.000 0.865 1.000 0.001 0.089
Has/Shares PC = whether the participant has/shares a PC at home; Int =
whether the participant has internet at home; Exp =whether the participant
has experience with any programming language; Worked = whether the
participants worked/internet before the degree.

2.3 Measures and Covariates
We analysed two measures that concern a whole semester: academic achievement and practising to
code. The former is the study dependent variable, measured as a student’s final grade (Equation 1).

𝐹𝐺𝑠 =
(𝐸𝑥𝑡1 + 𝐸𝑥𝑡2).1 + (𝐸𝑥𝑡1 + 𝐸𝑥𝑡2).2 + (𝐸𝑥𝑡1 + 𝐸𝑥𝑡2).3 + 𝑃𝐴𝑡1+...+𝑃𝐴𝑡7

7
16 (1)

3The number of students removed in this step is large, because many majors were highly unbalanced among conditions (i.e.,
many students in one condition, very few in the other) because we analysed majors in H3.
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A final grade (FG) is calculated based on the student’s (s) scores on the programming assignment
(PA) and their exams’ marks (at each two weeks, the students were required to take an exam – Ex
– about the same topic of the PA.). As the content of programming is cumulative, the weights of
the seven exams increased over the topics. The students’ groups (control or experimental) did not
affect how their final grades were calculated.
The latter – practising to code – acted as a proxy to the former, measuring the extent to which

learners practised programming. We operationalised it based on how many times they submitted
their codes during the semester, that is, the number of all attempts that a student made in the
educational system throughout the whole semester (sum attempts hereafter).

The characterisation questionnaire captured the moderators analysed in this study, which were
selected by convenience, due to this study’s retrospective nature. Moderators consider user charac-
teristics as well as data related to the internal and external context. Table 3 presents each moderator,
along with a brief description that indicates its possible values, an alias that will be used hereafter,
and the category it fits in. We consider age and gender as user characteristics because they are basic
user information. Because the circumstance and environment wherein participants completed the
activities differ depending on their major, we see it as part of the external context. The others are
classified as internal context, as they are characteristics that influence users’ learning experiences,
such as previous experience, currently working/interning, or having internet access.

Table 3. Possible moderators of gamification’s success analysed.

Description Alias Category
Student’s age (numeric) Age User characteristic
Whether one is male (1) or female (0) Male* User characteristic
Whether one has a PC at home (1) or not (0) PC Internal context
Whether one share a PC at home (1) or not (0) SharesPC Internal context
Whether one has internet at home (1) or not (0) Internet Internal context
Whether one has previous experience with any programming
language (1) or not (0)

Exp Internal context

Whether one has worked/interned (1) or not (0) Worked Internal context
Which major one is enrolled at Major External context
* Because this information was dichotomous (male or female), we dummy coded it as 1 for
Male and 0 for Female to facilitate the interpretation of the regression coefficient.

Note that despite covariates being selected by convenience, selecting them addresses literature
limitations. On one hand, the frameworks recommended in the literature, which explain how
gamification works, do not define what are the possible moderators of its effects [46, 48], possibly
because that question remains open [43, 85]. On the other hand, evidence from empirical studies
is unclear in terms of what those moderators are, especially in terms of contextual factors (see
Section 1.2). Therefore, while the literature often indicates moderators, what are these factors
remain undefined. Thus, we approach it through an exploratory perspective, based on new factors.

2.4 Data Collection
First, all students completed a characterisation questionnaire that captured demographics and
internal context-related information presented in Table 3. This was accomplished in the first week
of the semester. Second, students were offered several programming assignments that they could
complete to practice their programming skills. Completing these assignments was optional and had
a very small impact (about 6 %) on the final grade of both groups. There were PA available during
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the whole term, that is, for 15 weeks. In 2016, the system did not feature gamification yet, whereas
it was present in that system in 2017 and 2018. Therefore, students from 2016 feature the control
group and students from 2017 and 2018 belong to the experimental group. Third, students had to
complete a programming exam that worth part of their final grade every two weeks, starting in the
term’s second week. Thus, their final grade (the measure of academic achievement) was based on
scores from exams collected throughout the whole semester.

2.5 Instrumentation
We used to instruments for data collections: an educational system and programming assignments
implemented within the system.

2.5.1 Educational System. All participants used the CodeBench4 system, which is a home-made
online judge created by one of the authors. Through this system, instructors/monitors select
problems to create assignment lists for programming classes. The system features an embedded
Integrated Development Environment - IDE - where students develop solutions and submit them
at the same place. When the learner submits a solution for a given problem (i.e., attempts), the
system provides instantaneous feedback on whether the solution is correct, partially correct, or
incorrect. Such automatic assessment system is both convenient for instructors due to the reduction
of workload related to correcting students’ attempts and for learners, as they receive instantaneous
feedback about the correctness of their solutions.

2.5.2 Programming Assignments. The task participants solved are programming assignments (PA)
offered for them to practice programming concepts/techniques introduced in classes. In total they
were required to solve seven PA, each one related to one of the programming topics (sequentially
taught): (t1) sequential, (t2) conditional (if-then-else), (t3) nested conditionals, (t4) repetition by
condition (using loops with while), (t5) vectors and strings, (t6) repetition by counting (using loops
with for), (t7) matrices. Biweekly, students learned one of the seven topics and could solve the PA
of the current topic.

2.6 Masking
No masking took place in this study because we collected data in a natural context.

2.7 Conditions and Design
The study follows a quasi-experimental between-subject design to evaluate whether gamification
improves students’ academic achievement by influencing their behaviours, as well as which factors
moderate that effect. The quasi-experiment is characterised due to the lack of random assignment,
a common feature for maintaining a natural setting [13]. Instead of random assignment, condition
assignment was done based on the year a student was enrolled at a CS1 class of the majors
considered in this study.

This study concerns data from five semesters from three different years (2016 to 2018). Data from
the first year represent our control condition (control group; N = 118), in which subjects used a non-
gamified educational system. Data from the subsequent years represent our experimental condition
(experimental group; N = 281), in which subjects used the same system but with gamification.
Hence, characterising the between-subject design as participants interacted with a single condition.
While students of the control group used the standard, non-gamified version of the system,

those in the experimental group used it with gamification. The gamification design was planned
according to the proposal of [98], which combined aspects of the ADDIE (Analyse, Design, Develop,

4https://codebench.icomp.ufam.edu.br/
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Implement, and Evaluate) approach [11] with the Instructional Systematic Design model [20].
ADDIE is a product development concept used in educational environments to build student-
centered learning [11]. Similarly, the Instructional Systematic Design model [20] is an instructional
design process based on learning theories and research, and practical experience. According to
those, the gamification design resulted in the following:

• Goal: Motivating students to solve the PA’s problems.
• Media type: Digital and online.
• Context: Programming classes or when appropriate to the learner.
• Interaction: Single user.
• Narrative: A medieval fantasy world where characters (students from the same class) must
face a monster (Chimera) to free their lands from domination.

• Description: The student chooses their avatar among several options available. When they
solve a problem, they progress in the map towards the Chimera, winning strength points and
weapons. The greater the strength and the better the avatar’s weapon, the more hit points
the student can take from the monster when facing it.

• Results: A percentage of the class must reach the end of the map to find and kill the Chimera.
Although the interaction is individual, this collective objective aims to minimise undesired
competition among students. Killing the Chimera leads to the “winning state”.

• Feedback: While using the gamified online judge, students receive additional feedback about
their performance according to their characters’ positions, weapons and strength.

Next, we further describe the system’s gamified version, relating its main aspects to the game
elements of a recent taxonomy of game elements for education [93]. In the gamified version,
deployed since 2017, the students see themselves as one of the characters in a fictional world, where
they can walk through maps, overcome an enemy, investigate stories and explore environments
(Storytelling and Narrative). The gamification does not influence the content of the course, nor
completing its assignments is mandatory for students. However, when the students correctly solve
the problems from the assignment lists created by the instructors/monitors, they receive rewards
(Acknowledgement) that allow them to advance within the story (Progression), unlock new items
and new interactions with the environment (Novelty). Thus, the reward is given to those who are
more dedicated to solving the programming problems. Furthermore, the students can compete to
each other (Competition) based on the rewards received after completing assignments. Nevertheless,
they can only finish the fictional world’s story if a large proportion of the class completes the
assignments. That is, they have to work together (Cooperation). Summarising, the gamification
design is a mix of immersive-, social-, and challenge-based gamification: it is mostly concerned with
providing an immersive experience through fictional game elements (i.e., narrative and storytelling),
while also presenting performance feedback (e.g., points and progression). Figure 2 shows the map
in which learners explore the story.

2.8 Analytic Strategy
Because our data follows a hierarchical structure (e.g., students grouped by their majors), we used
multilevel regression for data analysis. Multilevel regression is designed for statistically analysing,
at the same time, multiple variables from different levels of a hierarchical structure, as well as
taking into account their dependencies [34]. As we need to simultaneously analyse the relationship
between variables of distinct hierarchical levels (e.g., users’ data, level 1, and their classes, level 2)
to achieve our goal, multilevel regression is adequate for testing our hypotheses and answering our
research question.
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Fig. 2. Map in which learners’ avatars advance within the story provided by the gamification design as they
complete assignments.

To account for such group differences, multilevel models allow each one to have its intercept and
regression coefficients, which are known as random coefficients. In the case of this study, students
are grouped by majors, thus, each major will have an intercept. Additionally, we want to evaluate
whether gamification’s effect differs depending on the student’s major (i.e., do majors moderate
gamification’s effect?). Therefore, our model will allow the gamification coefficient to vary across
majors to estimate these possible differences. Complementary, multilevel models also estimate
coefficients that apply to the overall model, which are known as fixed coefficients. Fixed coefficients
estimate a predictor’s overall effect, whereas random coefficients capture how much a group differs
from the sample’s average. As our hypotheses assume a single effect depends on the grouping (i.e.,
gamification’s influence depends on students’ majors), the remaining variables we analyse are all
considered as fixed coefficients only as including many random coefficients substantially increase
model complexity and sample size needed [14].
For the analysis procedure, we followed a set of literature recommendations concerning data

preparation and model development. For data preparation, we applied three transformations. First,
we transformed the continuous variables using the squared root transformation to guarantee model
validity as, without these transformations, some multilevel regression assumptions were being
violated (e.g., heteroscedasticity) [25]. Second, we scaled these square-root-transformed continuous
variables, which is recommended formodels featuring interactions. Scaling is important to guarantee
variables from an interaction are in similar scales, as well as for coefficients interpretation [25].
Third, we transformed nominal variables (e.g., gamified or not, is male or not) into factors. Scaling
was not applied to non-numerical variables because they are all dummy coded (e.g., gamified or
not, has previous experience or not), thereby, their values and interactions are meaningful without
scaling.
For model development, we followed a top-down approach [34]. That is, starting with a full

model (i.e., all interactions between all variables examined) and iteratively removing predictors
that do not affect the model fit. In the context of this study, this was accomplished by starting with
a model that can be represented as:

𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑒 = 𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑖 𝑓 𝑖𝑒𝑑 × 𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑠 × (𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠 + 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎)
where the equation aims to model a student’s final grade (the academic achievement measure) based
on interactions between the condition (gamified or not; dummy coded), the measure of practice
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(sumattempts), and moderators under analysis (e.g., gender and previous experience with some
programming language). Thus, this model allows us to analyse all influences and moderations
predicted by our hypotheses. Note that the measure of external context (i.e., students’ major) is the
grouping factor, considered as a random coefficient. Then, to identify which predictors to remove,
we used the Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT). The LRT is recommended as it calculates a predictor’s
impact based on the change in model fit when it is removed, indicating whether it is significant or
not [25]. Hence, we iteratively removed all predictors that insignificantly affect model fit, starting
from the three-way interactions (interactions between three predictors), then the two-way, and,
lastly, the single terms; that is, from the most complex ones to the simplest.
Given the exploratory nature of investigating these moderations, we adopted a 10% alpha

level, following literature suggestions [28, 34]. Furthermore, due to the multiple comparisons
in this procedure, we adjusted p values using the False Discovery Rate approach as is has been
recommended over the Bonferroni approach [39]. All analyses were conducted using R5, R studio6,
and the lme4 package [7].

3 RESULTS
Table 4 presents descriptive statistics of the main measures analysed in this study: students’ final
grade (academic achievement) and how much they practised programming (sumattempts). The
table describes these values in the raw form as well as after the transformations applied for data
analysis for the reader’s reference when interpreting our results. Next, this section presents the
development process for modelling students’ academic achievement based on the predictors previ-
ously introduced. Then, we present how the multilevel model developed answers our hypotheses,
as well as additional insights it reveals.

Table 4. Measures’ descriptive statistics.

Academic Achievement Sum of attempts
Statistic Raw Root squared S+S Raw Root squared S+S
Mean 5.40 2.15 0 394.7 18.21 0
SD 3.22 0.87 1 349.70 7.95 1
Q1 2.39 1.55 -0.70 189.00 13.75 -0.56
Q3 8.20 2.86 0.82 507.50 22.53 0.54
S+S = Root squared then Scaled.

3.1 Modelling Students’ Academic Achievement
Following the top-down approach [34], we fitted a full model as previously defined. We found no
three-way interaction significantly affectedmodel fit (p-adj > 0.1), as shown in Table 5. Therefore, we
removed predictors corresponding to those interactions and moved to the next step: testing whether
any two-way interaction affects the model fit (Table 6). Results show five two-way interactions sig-
nificantly affect model fit: gamification and sumattempts, gamification and Male, sumattempts and
Age, sumattempts and Male, and sumattempts and Internet. Therefore, we kept these interactions
in the model. Then, we tested whether the predictors not involved in any significant interaction
affect the model fit alone (Table 7), finding that Worked was the only non-significant predictor.
Thus, we removed it and fitted the final model, which is summarised in Table 8.
5https://www.r-project.org/
6https://rstudio.com/
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Table 5. Likelihood ratio tests assessing three-way interactions in modelling students’ academic achievement.

Predictors F(num_df, den_df) p-val p-adj
gamified:sumattempts:Age 0.076(1, 380.38) 0.783 0.818
gamified:sumattempts:Male 0.053(1, 382.61) 0.818 0.818
gamified:sumattempts:PC 3.393(1, 326.67) 0.066* 0.465
gamified:sumattempts:SharesPC 0.856(1, 367.27) 0.355 0.718
gamified:sumattempts:Internet 0.680(1, 339.46) 0.410 0.718
gamified:sumattempts:Exp 0.380(1, 392.20) 0.538 0.753
gamified:sumattempts:Worked 0.876(1, 371.97) 0.350 0.718
* p < 0.1

Table 6. Likelihood ratio tests assessing two-way interactions in modelling students’ academic achievement.

Predictors F(num_df, den_df) p-val p-adj
gamified:sumattempts 6.623(1, 396.95) 0.010*** 0.052**
gamified:Age 2.522(1, 385.17) 0.113 0.242
gamified:Male 10.476(1, 396.56) 0.001*** 0.010**
gamified:PC 0.189(1, 392.07) 0.664 0.824
gamified:SharesPC 1.146(1, 391.44) 0.285 0.428
gamified:Internet 0.632(1, 391.69) 0.427 0.582
gamified:Exp 0.001(1, 371.16) 0.979 0.979
gamified:Worked 0.021(1, 389.76) 0.884 0.947
sumattempts:Age 20.543(1, 393.96) 0.000*** 0.000***
sumattempts:Male 5.719(1, 396.58) 0.017** 0.065*
sumattempts:PC 2.703(1, 393.00) 0.101 0.242
sumattempts:SharesPC 1.673(1, 396.74) 0.197 0.369
sumattempts:Internet 4.683(1, 392.47) 0.031** 0.093*
sumattempts:Exp 1.256(1, 394.37) 0.263 0.428
sumattempts:Worked 0.135(1, 393.81) 0.714 0.824
* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01

Table 7. Likelihood ratio tests assessing single predictors in modelling students’ academic achievement in
the presence of significant interactions.

Predictors F(num_df, den_df) p-val p-adj
PC 4.459(1, 392.58) 0.035** 0.052*
SharesPC 4.211(1, 392.23) 0.041** 0.052*
Exp 8.093(1, 393.18) 0.005*** 0.011**
Worked 0.121(1, 392.14) 0.728 0.728
gamified:sumattempts 8.005(1, 395.10) 0.005*** 0.011**
gamified:Male 9.756(1, 395.28) 0.002*** 0.009***
sumattempts:Age 20.510(1, 393.89) 0.000*** 0.000***
sumattempts:Male 5.276(1, 396.28) 0.022** 0.040**
sumattempts:Internet 3.390(1, 392.65) 0.066* 0.075*
* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01
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Table 8. Multilevel model predicting students’ academic achievement.

Predictors Est.(SE) CI p-val
Fixed Effects

(Intercept) -0.55 (0.17) -0.84 – -0.27 0.001***
gamified 0.62 (0.14) 0.38 – 0.86 0.000***
Male 0.40 (0.14) 0.17 – 0.64 0.004***
sumattempts 0.58 (0.12) 0.38 – 0.77 0.000***
Age 0.04 (0.04) -0.02 – 0.11 0.276
Internet 0.50 (0.15) 0.25 – 0.76 0.001***
PC -0.39 (0.18) -0.69 – -0.09 0.035**
SharesPC -0.17 (0.08) -0.31 – -0.03 0.041**
Exp 0.22 (0.08) 0.09 – 0.34 0.005***
gamified * sumattempts -0.28 (0.10) -0.44 – -0.12 0.005***
gamified * Male -0.54 (0.17) -0.82 – -0.25 0.002***
sumattempts * Age 0.17 (0.04) 0.11 – 0.23 0.000***
sumattempts * Male 0.19 (0.08) 0.05 – 0.33 0.022**
sumattempts * Internet 0.15 (0.08) 0.02 – 0.28 0.065*

Random Effects
Var(SD)

Residual 0.50 (0.71)
Major 0.04 (0.19)
gamified * Major 0.00 (0.01)

Model fit
Marginal R2 0.46
Conditional R2 0.50
* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01

Furthermore, to test whether the external context moderator (students’ major) affects the model
fit, we performed an LRT test comparing the full model shown in Table 8 to a version without the
random coefficient that allows gamification’s effect to be moderated by a student’s major. This
test yielded non-significant results (LRT(2) = 0.02; p = 0.989), indicating the random effect does
not affect model fit. We highlight that adding or removing a random coefficient does not change
a model’s estimates, however, removing it increases the chances of finding false-positive fixed
coefficients (i.e., inflating type I errors) [34]. Therefore, we left the random effect in our final model,
although it does not significantly improve model fit. In the last step of this process, we tested the
final model validity concerning aspects such as normality of random effects and heteroscedasticity;
none was violated. The normality of residuals was not met, but due to our sample size, this is
unlikely to affect model validity [55]. Assumptions’ testing and a summary of all models developed
in this process are available in the supplementary material.

3.2 Study Hypotheses
From our final model (Table 8), we can discuss our hypotheses as well as answer our research
question. H1 predicted that practising to code would positively influence students’ academic
achievement. According to the model, the extent to which students practised (sumattempts) has a
positive, highly significant effect on academic achievement, suggesting the more students practised,
the higher was their academic achievement. Therefore, supporting H1.
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H2 predicted gamification would positively influence learners’ academic achievement, by max-
imising the testing effect. Our model suggests gamification (gamified) has a positive, highly signifi-
cant effect on academic achievement. However, its interaction with how much students practised
(sumattempts) is negative and highly significant. This indicates gamification had a positive effect on
academic achievement, as expected, but the more students practised, the more this effect decreased
(see Figure 3), unlike per our expectations. Thus, this only partially supports H2.
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Fig. 3. Predicted effects of gamification on the impact that practising to code (sum of attempts) has on
academic achievement.

H3 predicted that gamification’s effects would depend on user and contextual characteristics. The
only significant moderator of gamification’s effect was learners’ gender (Figure 4). The moderator
effect of the remaining user and contextual characteristics were non-significant. For data from
the internal context and the user, this was found during the model development process as those
interactions were found to not affect the model fit. For the external context moderator that we
evaluated, this was shown by testing the random coefficient effect, but can also be seen by the
small variances in the random part shown in Table 8, as well as the negligible improvement of
the Conditional R2 (4%; Conditional R2 = 0.50), which considers the random and the fixed model
parts, compared to the marginal R2 (46%), which only considers the fixed part. Thus, only partially
supporting H3.

3.3 Additional Findings
Moreover, our model revealed additional insights that do not directly relate to this study’s hy-
potheses and research questions. Despite our focus on gamification’s effect, we found insights
concerning direct moderators of academic achievement as well as factors that moderate the impact
of practising. Surprisingly, the developed model indicates having a PC at home has a negative,
highly significant impact on academic achievement. The model also indicates that sharing the PC
at home has a negative, significant effect on academic achievement. On the other hand, the model
indicates previous experience with any programming language and having internet have positive,
highly significant impacts on academic achievement. The model also indicates males presented
higher academic achievements than females. Additionally, the final model indicates the testing
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Fig. 4. Gamification’s effects on academic achievement as moderated by students’ gender.

effect (i.e., practising to code to improve learning via self-testing) is moderated by students’ age,
gender, and whether they have internet at home. The indications are that i) compared to younger
students, older ones accomplish higher academic achievement as they practice more; ii) the more
males practice, the higher is the difference in their academic achievement compared to females,
and iii) the more one with internet practices, the larger is their academic achievement compared to
those with no internet.

3.4 Summary
From our findings, the answer to how user and contextual factors influence gamification’s effect on
the academic achievement of CS1 students is that gender significantly moderated that influence,
positively for females and null for males, whereas user age and contextual factors (i.e., having
a PC at home, sharing a PC at home, having internet, having previous experience with some
programming language, having already worked/interned, and major enrolled at) had null (non-
significant) influences on that effect. Furthermore, we found that for those who practised more
than two standards deviations above the average (i.e., 1094 attempts), gamification’s effect changed
from positive to negative. Our results also revealed additional insights concerning moderators of
academic achievement as well as of the testing effect.

4 DISCUSSION
Our results support the testing effect in the study context and show that students in the gamified
version yielded higher academic achievement. The difference was moderated by participants’
gender. We noted that some learners self-tested to a point in which their academic achievement
was below that of those who practised less. In contrast to this study, previous work on gamification
applied to CS1 education rarely performed moderator analysis and results were often based on
small usage periods and relatively small samples. Differently, we analysed data from 399 learners,
evaluated gamification’s effects after they used it for a whole semester (15 weeks), and analysed
the moderator role of eight factors, including user (e.g., age and gender) and contextual (major)
information. Thus, our contribution is revealing user and contextual characteristics that moderate
gamification’s impact on CS1 students’ academic achievement, as well as whether those maximise
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or minimise that impact, based on empirical evidence build upon a sample of substantial size and
long-term usage of the intervention. Next, we discuss our results related to relevant literature.
First, our findings provide empirical support for the testing effect [84] in the context of pro-

gramming learning. The results demonstrate that the more the students practised programming,
the higher their academic achievements were at the end of the semester. On one hand, previous
research has explored and demonstrated the testing effect’s benefits for programming learning, but
either with experienced programmers or in a non-gamified environment (e.g., [75, 103]). On the
other hand, studies have also shown evidence on the testing effect’s positive impact on learning
from using gamified systems (e.g., [16, 79, 86]) but in other contexts or based on small samples.
Whereas our findings corroborate the results of those studies, we studied the testing effect based
on data from beginner programmers (CS1 learners) using a gamified educational system. Therefore,
we contribute with support for the testing effect within the context of CS1, providing evidence
that practising and submitting programming assignments is positively related to higher academic
achievement.

Second, our findings demonstrate gamification’s contribution to students’ academic achievement
was positive. The analyses suggested gamification had a positive impact on learners’ academic
achievement. This finding corroborates the general gamification literature [43] as well as gamified
learning effects, in which meta-analytic results indicate that gamified interventions lead to small
positive learning outcomes, compared to non-gamified conditions [85]. This positive result is aligned
to the positive outcomes of gamified programming learning as well (e.g., [23, 53]; Section 1.2). It
should be noted, however, that empirical studies’ methodological rigour has been a limitation of
the field, which raises questions on findings’ validity [18, 32, 90]. Differently, our findings are based
on an examination featuring a control group, a substantial sample size and a long usage period,
besides controlling for covariates in data analysis. Therefore, by corroborating the overall literature,
our findings contribute robust empirical evidence on gamification’s benefits to learning. Thus, we
expand the literature both in terms of gamification’s impact, with evidence on its effectiveness
in the context of programming learning based on data from a significant sample size who used
gamification for an entire semester, as well as to computing education, supporting the potential
from gamification to support programming learning.

We also found that gamification’s impact was influenced by two factors: the amount of practice
and gender. Concerning the relationship between gamification and the testing effect, our analysis
revealed that gamification’s contribution was mixed. The results for this analysis indicate gamifica-
tion improved the testing effect; however, such improvement not only vanished but became negative
for students who practised substantially more than the average (see Figure 3). We interpret this
finding from two perspectives. One possible explanation might lie behind the support gamification
provides to learning. In a meta-synthesis of gamification literature, Bai et al. [4] found learners
enjoy gamification because it provides performance feedback and means to be recognised (e.g.,
badges), as well as goal-setting. Feedback is important for programming learning [75, 103], being
recognised is likely to fulfil competence needs, which also contributes to meaningful learning
experiences, as well as goal-setting [91, 97]. Similarly, the game elements might have contributed
to learners’ feelings of self-efficacy, which is positively related to learning performance as well
[36, 102].

On the other hand, Bai et al. [4] found gamificationmight cause anxiety or jealousy. Those feelings
might lead students to do whatever it takes to not feel this way, such as substantially interacting
with the system aiming to receive rewards and climb up the leaderboard, without paying attention
to the learning task. For instance, students might start submitting several attempts, in a "desperate"
effort to solve the question, wherein most submissions are likely to be partially or completely wrong.
Specifically, the system we used does not check whether a new submission differs from previous
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ones. Then, in the gamified version, students might engage in behaviours such as adding small
incremental changes (or even simple resubmissions) due to the anxiety to climb the leaderboard
and/or their jealousy of those at the top [4], instead of putting the adequate effort to understand
and correctly solve the question. Differently, in the version without gamification, students would
have no motivation for engaging in such behaviours. Such potentially desperate, reward-driven
behaviours indicate students were just gaming the system: seeking game-like rewards instead of
properly using it to practice and learn [5]. Hence, explaining why some of our participants ended
up yielding lower academic achievement than those who submitted fewer or the same number of
attempts in the non-gamified version. A similar outcome was reported in Ghaban and Hendley
[26], wherein learners of the gamified version dropped out less, but showed worse learning gains.
Thus, we expand the literature with insights about gaming the system behaviour in such context,
empirically demonstrating that, although gamification is of value, it might lead to outcomes opposed
to the expected, which also contributes to the literature by responding to the need of analysing
gamification’s negative effects [43].
Concerning gender, our analysis revealed that the academic achievement of male learners was

almost the same, regardless of using the gamified system or not, while showing that female learners’
were positively affected by gamification (see Figure 4). This finding corroborates claims that user
characteristics affect their experiences with gamified systems (e.g., [18, 60]), as well as has been
shown in the context of games (e.g., [61, 76]). On the other hand, this finding is contrary to studies
that found no moderator effect of gender [44, 72, 86]. A reason for that contradiction might be the
gamification design. Research acknowledges that the gamification design is determinant for users’
experience with gamified systems [51, 59]. Whereas we used a mix of immersion, challenge, and
social gamification in this study, previous research [44, 72, 86] mostly focused on challenge-based
designs. As different designs were used, it might be that one of them was equally good, bad, or null
for all learners, whereas the other was different for females and males. Hence, explaining the fact
that gender was a significant moderator in one case but not in others.

Despite gender being the only factor we found to moderate gamification’s impact, we analysed
another seven aspects, related to both the user and the context. Those are based on arguments
that for gamification to yield positive outcomes, it needs to be designed according to the user and
the context (e.g., [43, 59, 93]). Therefore, one might expect that user and contextual characteristics
will moderate gamification’s effect. There are studies exploring these claims, showing whether
gamification usage is successful or not depends on aspects such as age [44], major [72], attitudes
towards game-based learning [3], goal orientation [29], performance [1], and the user and context
in general [18, 31]. Nevertheless, recent research still highlights the need for studying moderators,
with calls to advance the understanding of pre-determinants and occasions in which learners take
advantage of gamification [43, 49, 85]. Therefore, this study contributes by responding to such
calls, analysing moderators not only related to user demographics (e.g., gender and age) but also
exploring those related to internal (e.g., previous experience with programming) and external (e.g.,
the major a student is enrolled at) context. Nevertheless, our findings are mostly contradictory to
the overall discussion in related work, as ours indicate the impact of gamification only depended
on learners’ gender. In contrast, what we found mostly corroborates moderator analysis in the
context of programming learning, except for the moderator role of gender (see Section 1.2). Thus,
reinforcing the need for advancing the understanding of moderators of gamification’s success,
especially in varied contexts.
Furthermore, we also found some factors moderated the testing effect as well as students’

academic achievement. Despite the focus of this study is on gamification and its moderators, our
analyses revealed interesting findings that contribute with evidence on factors likely to affect
programming learning. On one hand, we found some characteristics related to internal context
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[88] moderated academic achievement. As expected, users with previous experience in some
programming languages achieved higher academic achievement than those with no previous
experience. Differently and surprisingly, students with at least one computer at home presented
lower academic achievement compared to those with no computer. Similarly, having to share the
home computer negatively affects academic achievement whereas the academic achievement of
learners with internet at home was higher than that of learners without it. On the other hand, we
also found three factors moderated the testing effect (i.e., age, gender, and internet), in which all of
those maximised it. These findings do not directly relate to the objective of this study, they rather
emerged as a consequence of our data analysis process. Then, we briefly presented and interpreted
them so that the interested reader can understand what our analysis revealed. Nevertheless, we
believe these findings are of value for those interested in moderators of learning as well as of the
testing effect. Those provide insights on the characteristics of learners that are more likely to take
more or less advantage from the testing effect, as well as factors that play a role in CS1 students’
learning. Thus, opening directions for future research to investigate these insights.

4.1 Implications
We highlight five main implications of our findings. First, we have shown that students who practice
more are likely to yield higher academic achievement at the end of the semester. Instructors can
explore this finding by providing their students with opportunities to practice programming asmuch
as possible, which can be accomplished by making several programming assignments available
during the course. Second, we demonstrated gamification can enhance as well as mitigate the
testing effect. On one hand, this suggests that instructors can rely on gamified systems to improve
the effectiveness of the testing effect. On the other hand, this implies that gamification must be
designed cautiously, aiming to prevent behaviours such as gaming the system or feelings of jealousy
and anxiety, as for some users gamification might end up diminishing the testing effect. Third, our
finding concerning students who gamed the system contributes to the design of online judges. The
tool our participants used did not impose restrictions on the extent to which one submission should
differ from previous ones, nor decreased gamification outcomes upon repeated attempts. Hence,
designers of online judges might consider imposing such restrictions, to avoid the submission of
(almost) identical solutions, aiming to push students to work on improving their code instead of
just trying the correction system until getting it right. Fourth, we found gamification’s impact was
different depending on whether users were males or females. This further supports the claim that
one size does not fit all [60], indicating the need for developing and providing gamification designs
tailored to specific audiences. Fifth, we found no support for the moderator effect of various user
and contextual characteristics, which is contrary to the overall discussion from previous studies
(e.g., [31, 81, 93]) and our initial expectations. Hence, pointing that more research is needed to
understand what moderates gamification’s success.

4.2 Limitations
This study has some limitations that must be considered when interpreting its findings. First, as we
explored data from three years, we could not guarantee majors had the same instructor in both the
control and experimental condition. This was mitigated with all other aspects being the same (e.g.,
class program, handbooks, exam structure). Nevertheless, this is likely to not affect our findings as
a recent secondary study suggests gamification’s effect is the same regardless of instructors being
different or not [4].

Second, because this is a retrospective study, we could not use random assignment, and groups
significantly differed in some demographic characteristics. Considering covariates (e.g., age, gender,
previous experience) helps to handle this limitation as the analysis would reveal if some difference
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is due to the covariate itself and not due to conditions. Additionally, the meta-analysis by Sailer and
Homner [85] found randomisation did not affect gamification’s impact on behavioural outcomes,
suggesting our second limitation is unlikely to threaten our results. Also, most covariates are
self-reported and, in some cases, based on binary answers, which respectively inserts subjectivity
and limits the information they provide. While that limits statistical results, the successful use
of similar data in prior research (e.g., [29, 64, 79]) suggests it represents a mitigated threat to the
findings.

Third, we did not conduct a pre-test, which opens the possibility for students from one condition to
have more previous knowledge than those in the other. Consequently, this could lead to misleading
conclusions regarding a condition’s contribution to students’ academic achievement. To mitigate
this threat, we analysed covariates related to possible prior knowledge (i.e., previous experience
and having worked/interned before), hence, accounting for those possible differences in the data
analysis. Meta-analytic evidence further supports the reduced role of this limitation (the lack of a
pre-test) in our findings: it demonstrates gamification’s effect on cognitive outcomes (e.g., academic
achievement) does not significantly change, depending on whether only post-test or pre- and
post-tests were used [85].

Fourth, the number of participants in each conditionwas unbalanced (𝑁𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 = 118;𝑁𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙

= 281). This limitation emerged because data from a single year (2016) composed the control group,
whereas data from two years (2017 and 2018) composed the experimental group. The reason is
that gamification was deployed to the system used for data collection in 2017. To cope with this
limitation, we performed statistical analysis to shed light on whether differences were not by mere
chance. Nevertheless, the number of participants per group in our study is above the average of
participants per study in similar research (e.g., 107, 95, and 75 according to Bai et al. [4], Sailer
and Homner [85], and Koivisto and Hamari [42], respectively), which demonstrates our analysis
is based on a representative sample size (N = 399) in terms of gamification studies for both study
groups.

Lastly, we note our sample consists of STEM, not computing-related majors, such as Computer
Science and Software Engineering. While studying STEM-related majors is important, because
their students face difficulties with CS1 often [21, 87], we cannot ensure that our findings will hold
with computing-related majors. However, we note that the effects did not vary from one major to
another within our sample, so it is reasonable to expect similar outcomes for other majors.

4.3 Future Work
As future work, we suggest some lines of research. First, we call for more research to understand
when gamification does not work. We found mixed effects, in which we discussed those in terms
of gaming the system, possibly motivated by participants’ feeling anxious or jealous. Further
experiments to understand when and why such effects happen would contribute to the design
of more effective gamified systems, consequently, contributing to students’ learning, as has been
suggested recently [43]. Towards preventing these undesired behaviours, game elements exploring
game fiction and socialisation [93] are promising [85], as they do not rely on external motivators.
Thus, we encourage future studies to evaluate the impacts of game fiction and socialisation on CS1
learning.
We also call for research revealing factors that moderate gamification’s effectiveness. In this

study, we found evidence gender was one of such moderators, while our results indicated other
factors (e.g., age, previous experience, and student’s major) were not. Such indications add to the
literature, confirming the need to determine which are those factors, as well as understanding when
and in which occasion gamification works [6, 85]. Accordingly, experiments to identify which are
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those moderators would contribute to the understanding of factors to consider when designing
gamified interventions.
Based on that need, we call for research on designing more tailored gamified interventions.

This also emerges from our finding that the gamification design we used was effective for females
but null for males, highlighting the need for developing gamification designs that are tailored
to the target sample [35]. That is, once we are aware there are males and females in the target
population, gamification should be planned accordingly, such as in personalised gamification [82].
Consequently, this calls for research to understand how to gamify an educational environment to a
target population while considering all of its relevant characteristics [41], including the users, the
task, and the context [31, 50, 77].

5 CONCLUSIONS
Through a quasi-experimental retrospective study (N = 399), we showed that gamification positively
affected CS1 students’ academic achievement, by enhancing the testing effect. However, the results
also suggested that some learners were gaming the system rather than studying, which led to
negative learning outcomes. This leads us to conclude that gamification can contribute to CS1
education, by enhancing behaviours valuable to learning (e.g., self-testing). However, it should be
planned and deployed with caution, to prevent inciting undesired behaviours. Furthermore, we
examined the moderator role of several user and contextual characteristics, finding only gender as a
significant moderator. Surprisingly, this contradicts previous research advocating that gamification’s
success depends on multiple user and contextual characteristics, which was not supported by our
analyses. Nevertheless, more research is needed to better understand and ground which factors
moderate the impact of gamification, given that, currently, there are many theoretical discussions
and few empirical examinations in this direction, especially those concerning the role of context,
as in this study.
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